
 

 
 

Suggested Miwok-Paiute Basketry Workshop  
Yosemite Outdoor Adventures 

Yosemite Conservancy 
 
Welcome to Yosemite Outdoor Adventures! 
 
WHAT TO WEAR:  

Dress for mountain conditions, which means it could be stormy or warm, or both. The program continues 
rain or shine, so come prepared for any weather with layered clothing and waterproof outerwear.  If it 
looks to be a cold or wet day, remember a warm hat, gloves and consider extra socks! Sun protection will 
be very important if it’s clear.  It can get very warm to chilly on any given day.  You will want to be able to 
shed layers.  Be sure to check the weather before you come to be sure you are fully prepared.  To keep 
an eye on the weather as your trip approaches, use this link. 
 
 
EQUIPMENT & GEAR TO BRING: 
You’ll need to bring the following gear for this class: 

❏ Daypack with lunch, snacks and water (in a reusable container) 
❏ You have access to the kitchen in the Girls Club to cook lunch if you 

choose but need own cooking gear 
❏ You can also walk to Degnan’s Kitchen  

❏ Wallpaper pan-shallow long container to soak materials, grasses, reeds while 
working 

❏ Large plastic bucket/container something deep to soak the entire basket 
overnight 

❏ Metal awl-found in art stores for beading or 
jewelry making  

❏ Short metal linear object with a handle 
to separate weaves and push through 
weaves.  A large needle with a handle. 

❏ Size-small  
❏ Pruners 
❏ Sharp knife 
❏ Spray bottle 
❏ Towel  
❏ Rain gear (if rain is predicted) 
❏ Walking shoes 
❏ Notebook/pencils, sketchbook, journal 
❏ Camera 
❏ Comfortable folding chair-course takes place outside 

http://forecast.weather.gov/MapClick.php?textField1=37.742&textField2=-119.602#.We5wKmhSzcs
http://forecast.weather.gov/MapClick.php?textField1=37.742&textField2=-119.602#.We5wKmhSzcs


DRIVING  
 Also, do not forget to fill your gas tank BEFORE you reach the park. There is no gas available in 
Yosemite Valley. The Crane Flat Gas station (on Hwy. 120) is the only one that usually remains open in 
the park in the winter and has limited hours. 
 
 

Questions?  
Reach us at 209-379-2317 ext. 10 or adventures@yosemite.org 

mailto:adventures@yosemite.org

